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We strongly recommend that potential investors read the product disclosure statement Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658
561 • AFSL No. 421 445 • This information must be read in conjunction with the warning, disclaimer, and disclosure at the end of
this document. This report supersedes all prior reports.

Key information
FUND
MANAGER

BLACKROCK INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (AUSTRALIA)
LIMITED

ASSET CLASS AUSTRALIAN EQUITIES

SECTOR AUSTRALIAN LARGE CAP

SUB SECTOR STRATEGY - PASSIVE

INVESTMENT
TYPE

EXCHANGE TRADED FUND ('ETF') LISTED ON THE
AUSTRALIAN SECURITIES EXCHANGE ('ASX')

PDS OBJECTIVE THE FUND AIMS TO PROVIDE INVESTORS WITH
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MSCI AUSTRALIA IMI

DIVERSIFIED MULTIPLE FACTOR (AUD) INDEX, BEFORE
FEES AND EXPENSES

INDEX PROVIDER MSCI INC.

UNDERLYING
INDEX

MSCI AUSTRALIA IMI DIVERSIFIED MULTIPLE FACTOR
(AUD) INDEX

DERIVATIVE USE MAY BE USED TO MANAGE RISK AND RETURN,
HOWEVER WILL NOT BE USED TO LEVERAGE THE FUND

SECURITIES LENDING NO

LISTING DATE OCTOBER 2016

DISTRIBUTION FREQUENCY SEMI ANNUAL

FUND SIZE $53.3M

Fees
MANAGEMENT FEE 0.3%

Daily trading information
TICKER AUMF

52 WEEK LOW $27.34

52 WEEK HIGH $33.15

LAST PRICE $28.56

LAST NET ASSET VALUE (NAV) $28.45

PREMIUM / DISCOUNT TO NAV (DAILY) 0.004%

AVERAGE DAILY TRADED VOLUME 2,774

AVERAGE DAILY TRADED VALUE $79,501.32

What this Rating means
The ‘Recommended Index’ rating indicates that Lonsec
has strong conviction the financial product can generate
risk adjusted returns in line with relevant objectives.
The financial product is considered an appropriate entry
point to this asset class or strategy.

Strengths
• The Fund provides investors with an efficient means

to gain passive exposure to a portfolio of Australian
equities with a systematic overweight tilt to a basket
of four investment factors (value, low size, quality
and momentum).

• The Fund's management fee is relatively low for a
'smart beta' exposure to Australian equities.

• BlackRock is a leading global manager of passive
strategies, allowing investors to enjoy the benefits of
their scale, experience and resources.

Weaknesses
• Due to the use of the Barra optimiser, transparency

around the Underlying Index's methodology and
portfolio construction are not as clear as other simpler
'smart beta' processes.

• The semi-annual rebalancing frequency may at times
be out of alignment with the momentum factor,
potentially exposing investors to enhanced volatility
and draw-down risks around market turning
points than are optimal. Lonsec acknowledges that
the momentum factor adopted by MSCI uses a
combination of a stock’s recent two-year, 12-month
and six-month price performance (i.e. on average is
'slower twitch') which serves to minimise this risk to
an extent.

• The Fund currently has relatively low levels of funds
under management relative to the broader universe
of passive equity ETF peers. This may adversely
impact cost efficiency and on-screen liquidity.

• The Underlying Index typically has significant
allocations to the Financials and Materials sectors,
which may expose investors to some unintended
macroeconomic and idiosyncratic risks at times.

Fund Risk Characteristics
LOW MODERATE HIGH

BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY RISK

CAPITAL VOLATILITY

SECURITY CONCENTRATION RISK

SECURITY LIQUIDITY RISK

Risk categories are based on Lonsec’s qualitative opinion of the risks
inherent in the financial product’s asset class and the risks relative to
other financial products in the relevant Lonsec sector universe.

NM1022U-2516219-1/8
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BIOmetrics
Aggregated risks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

STD RISK MEASURE

A Standard Risk Measure score of 6 equates to a Risk Label of ‘High’
and an estimated number of negative annual returns over any 20 year
period of 4 to less than 6. This is a measure of expected frequency (not
magnitude) of capital losses, calculated in accordance with ASFA/FSC
guidelines.

LOW MODERATE HIGH

RISK TO INCOME

Features and benefits
LOW MODERATE HIGH

COMPLEXITY

ESG

Fee profile
LOW MODERATE HIGH

FEES VS. UNIVERSE

FEES VS. ASSET CLASS

FEES VS. SUB-SECTOR

Fee BIOmetrics are a function of expected total fee as a percentage of
expected total return.

What is this Fund?
• iShares by BlackRock (‘the Manager’) has adopted a

passive investment strategy in managing the iShares
Edge MSCI Australia Multifactor ETF (’AUMF'
or ‘the Fund’). The Fund is designed to track the
performance of the MSCI Australia IMI Diversified
Multiple Factor (AUD) Index ('the Underlying Index')
before fees and expenses. The Underlying Index is a
rules-based Barra multi-factor weighted Australian
equity index comprising the large, mid and small-
cap sectors listed on the ASX, as defined by MSCI
Inc. ('MSCI' or 'the Index Provider'). It is designed
to measure the performance of Australian equities
which display favourable exposure to four target
style factors (value, low size, quality and momentum)
subject to constraints.

• The constituents of the Underlying Index are selected
by a Barra multi-factor equity model ('the Model').
Barra is an optimisation software program provided
by MSCI that offers an integrated suite of equity
investment analytics and portfolio management tools.
The Model has been designed to select a subset of
constituents from the MSCI Australia Investable
Market Index ('the Parent Index') that score well
across four well-established investment factors;
value, quality, momentum and size. Individual factor
scores are determined for each stock in the universe
with these then being equal-weighted to arrive at
a composite factor score. The Model systematically
generates a portfolio favouring those securities
with a higher composite score, subject to risk
diversification constraints. Diversification constraints
include variance limits on exposure to sectors and
to individual securities from the Parent Index and
restrictions on stock turnover and unintended style
bets.

• The Fund’s portfolio as at 31 August 2022 was
comprised of 115 securities listed in Australia. By

sector, the Fund was skewed towards Materials
(25.9%) and Financials (24.1%), similar to the
characteristics of the broader Australian market.
Further, approximately 40.9% of the portfolio was
held in the ‘top 10’ stocks.

• The Fund has a headline management expense
ratio ('MER') of 0.30% p.a. which Lonsec considers
to provide a relatively low-cost exposure to an
Australian 'smart beta' equities portfolio and to be
competitive in comparison to similar ETF peers.

Using this Fund
This is General Advice only and should be read in
conjunction with the Disclaimer, Disclosure and
Warning on the final page.

• Lonsec notes that the Manager has produced a Target
Market Determination ('TMD') which forms part of
the Responsible Entity’s Design and Distribution
Obligations for the Fund. Lonsec has collected the
TMD that has been provided by the Manager and
notes that this should be referred to for further details
on the Target Market Summary, Description of Target
Market and Review Triggers.

• The Fund is a ‘long only’, Australian equity smart
beta product designed to provide factor-driven
outperformance over the long term with a similar
profile and risk to the broader domestic market. As
such, the Fund will generally sit within the growth
component of a balanced portfolio. Lonsec considers
it suitable for blending with other Australian equities
strategies, including value, core, absolute return,
long-short and small-cap products.

• The Fund is subject to equity market risks and
movements (both positive and negative) in the prices
of the underlying securities in the portfolio. Investors
should, therefore, be aware of and comfortable with
the potential for the Fund to experience periods
of negative returns which may result in capital
losses being incurred on their investment. Lonsec
recommends that equity investments are suitable
for moderate to high-risk profile investors with an
investment time horizon of at least five years.

• It is important to note that the Fund’s distributable
income is derived from a portfolio of listed assets,
and as such, distributions can fluctuate as listed
companies are not obligated to maintain a certain
level of, nor pay, dividends on a regular basis. This is
unlike what is normally associated with traditional
income-producing assets (for example, fixed interest).

Suggested Lonsec risk profile suitability
SECURE DEFENSIVE CONSERVATIVE BALANCED GROWTH HIGH GROWTH

For guidance on appropriate asset allocations and risk profiles, refer
to the latest Lonsec Strategic Asset Allocation Review and Risk Profile
Definitions on our website.

NM1022U-2516219-2/8
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Changes Since Previous Lonsec Review
• The investment team led by Derek Dei has grown

with the addition of three new portfolio managers;
Mike Cho, Xinyuan Huang and Jeremy Orion.
Further, there was also one departure, with former
portfolio manager Robert Lillibridge moving
internally within BlackRock to a role in their Multi-
Asset Strategies and Solutions team.

• Lonsec notes that there have not been any other key
changes and that the investment process remains the
same.

Lonsec Opinion of this Fund

People and resources
• BlackRock is the largest asset management firm

globally, with US$8.5 trillion of funds under
management ('FUM') as at 30 June 2022. This spans
various asset classes and includes US$5.4 trillion
of FUM invested across its suite of ETF and Index
strategies. BlackRock is a global leader in ETFs
with over 1,110 iShares ETFs listed globally. Lonsec
considers that BlackRock has significant scale and
resources for effectively managing and structuring
ETFs both in Australia and abroad, and has a proven
track record of successfully running index strategies.

• BlackRock does not employ the traditional analyst
and portfolio manager structure. In saying this,
Lonsec notes that Derek Dei leads a team of
seven colleagues based in Hong Kong who is the
investment team responsible for the Fund. The
other members of the research team are dedicated to
ongoing quantitative research which focuses on the
index methodology, projection of index changes and
value-added trading strategies. Lonsec considers the
investment team to be highly experienced industry
experts. Further, the investment team has been very
stable over time. Given the passive nature of the
Fund, Lonsec notes that key person risk for the Fund
is significantly lower compared to that of active
managers.

• The Manager utilises BlackRock's Risk and
Quantitative Analysis ('RQA') team for ongoing risk
monitoring and reporting for the Fund. RQA is a
separate unit with its own reporting lines. Lonsec
considers RQA to have access to sophisticated risk
monitoring tools which aid in providing the Fund
with an effective risk management framework. The
investment team also regularly meets with members
of the RQA, with this interaction playing more of a
risk reporting than compliance role. RQA members
do not have the power of veto over investment
decisions for the Fund.

• The Underlying Index is provided by MSCI, which is
a globally significant and deeply experienced index
provider.

Investment approach
• MSCI has adopted a Barra multi-factor weighted

index methodology for the Underlying Index using
the Model. The Model is designed to increase
weighting to Australian equity stocks within the
Parent Index that maximise exposure to the targeted
style factors. These factor families being value,
momentum, quality and size are considered by
the Manager to be best placed to outperform the
Parent Index over time while maintaining similar
risk characteristics. Lonsec notes that all are well
supported by academic research. In terms of
construction of the signal, Lonsec notes that each sub-
factor is equal-weighted which should ensure that the
return profile or risk budget of the Fund is not overly
dominated by one factor.

• The Model methodology results in a specialised index
that is reasonably diversified with approximately 115
individual stocks at the time of this review. However,
Lonsec notes that the Model methodology naturally
leads to a significant weighting to the Financials and
Materials sectors, given the constraints of the Parent
Index. This is a feature that may expose investors to
unintended macroeconomic and idiosyncratic risks
from time to time.

• The Parent Index captures over 255 of the largest
and most liquid publicly listed entities in Australia
and covers approximately 99% of the float-adjusted
market capitalisation in Australia. Lonsec notes
that most standard MSCI Multi-Factor indices
employed internationally adopt parent indices
that do not include small-cap stocks, however, the
Manager and Index Provider deemed it necessary
to expand the Underlying Index universe due to the
highly concentrated nature of the Australian equity
market. The Manager worked with MSCI to design
benchmark constraints that are potentially more
appropriate for Australian investors. However, their
effectiveness is yet to be completely proven.

• A criticism of Lonsec's is that the semi-annual
rebalancing frequency of the Fund may fall out of
sync with the 'faster twitch' nature of the momentum
factor, especially at times of market turning points.
However, Lonsec acknowledges that the momentum
factor adopted by MSCI uses a stock’s recent
two-year, 12-month and six-month local price
performance and is therefore deliberately 'slower
twitch' than some other definitions of the momentum
factor adopted by quantitative processes in Lonsec's
wider peer group. Lonsec considers that a critical
consideration for all passive managers is the trade-
off between the efficacy of the Underlying Index
methodology versus the optimal trading cost profile
for investors. In this context, Lonsec notes that the
momentum premia can be more volatile than other
factor premia and has also historically been more
prone to drawdowns, i.e. around market turning
points. While conceding that MSCI has taken this into
consideration to some degree with the 'slower twitch'
design, the rebalancing frequency does not leave
much room for error given one of the three reads of
stock momentum is at six-month intervals. Further,
the rebalancing frequency is static, i.e. occurs during
set months in the calendar, which may not line up
with when significant market events occur.

NM1022U-2516219-3/8
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• Lonsec considers BlackRock's Aladdin risk
management system and trade execution systems to
be impressive and notes that it allows stress testing
for funds to be conducted in addition to the daily
monitoring of standard risk metrics for the Fund.
Lonsec considers technology to be an important
factor in establishing a scalable index and/or ETF
business. Lonsec also considers the overall quality
of its investment personnel and research effort
to be high for this somewhat specialised style of
management.

ESG Integration
• Lonsec’s ESG integration assessment considers the

rigour and structure of the ESG process for the Fund,
as well as how well it integrates into the overall
investment process and the Manager’s overall policy
and reporting framework. The assessment is not
intended to assess the underlying holdings of the
Fund’s portfolio or the Manager’s adherence to
any form of impact, green/sustainable or ethical
standards.

• ESG integration for index-tracking portfolios is
largely limited to stewardship and engagement
activities plus active voting, unless ESG
considerations are clearly incorporated within the
index. As such, for non-ESG driven indices, the ESG
score provided by Lonsec is primarily an assessment
of the overall ESG adoption, commitment and policy
framework implemented at the Manager level.
Further, Lonsec notes that simple sector exclusions do
not constitute the incorporation of ESG.

• At the corporate level, Lonsec views the Manager’s
overall ESG policy framework and disclosure as
ahead of peers. The Manager has articulated a
commitment to the integration of ESG within their
investment process with clear public positioning
and evidence of a strong policy framework. The
ESG policy together with stewardship guidelines
are freely available on the firm’s website. The proxy
voting policy and reporting on voting outcomes is
stronger than peers with particular credit paid to
the disclosure of voting rationale for controversial
votes. The level of disclosure with respect to the
Manager’s engagement policies is high, particularly
the firm’s stewardship policies, however reporting
on engagement outcomes lacks depth compared to
industry-leading peers.

• The Underlying Index used for this Fund has no basic
filters applied and there is no integration of ESG
factors in its construction.

Overall
• Lonsec has maintained the Fund's

'RecommendedIndex' rating during this review
cycle. Lonsec considers the Fund to offer an efficient
and relatively cost-effective exposure to a 'smart
beta' factor-based portfolio of Australian equities.
Additionally, Lonsec considers BlackRock to be well-
resourced in terms of personnel and systems and to
be a leader in the passive investment space.

• However, some of the rules of the Underlying Index
have not been tested for the Australian equity market
across an investment cycle, while the Underlying
Index typically has significant allocations to the
Financials and Materials sectors, which may expose
investors to some unintended macroeconomic

and idiosyncratic risks at times. Further, the semi-
annual rebalancing frequency may at times be out of
alignment with the momentum factor. The Fund also
has a relatively low level of funds under management
versus other passive equity ETF peers which may
impinge on cost efficiency and liquidity.

People and Resources
BlackRock, Inc. is a global asset management business
and provider of global investment management, risk
management and advisory services to institutional
and retail clients around the world. As at 30 June 2022,
BlackRock Inc. managed approximately US$8.5 trillion
with products that span active, enhanced and index
strategies across markets and asset classes. Products
are offered in a variety of structures including separate
accounts, mutual funds, other pooled investment
vehicles and iShares ETFs. BlackRock, Inc. is publicly
listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and
the company has a majority of independent directors.
BlackRock Investment Management (Australia)
Limited (‘BlackRock’) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
BlackRock Inc. BlackRock is the Investment Manager
and Responsible Entity of the Fund. BlackRock Australia
managed approximately AU$181.1 billion as at 30 June
2022.

Size and experience

NAME POSITION

EXPERIENCE
INDUSTRY /

FIRM

DEREK DEI HEAD OF APAC EX
JAPAN PORTFOLIO
ENGINEERING, EII

15 / 15

The Fund is officially managed by the APAC EII
Portfolio Engineering Team that is led by Derek Dei,
Head of Asia Pacific ex Japan Portfolio Engineering.
As the Fund aims to closely match the performance
of its Underlying Index, a considerable emphasis is
placed on process and automation which requires
fewer staff to maintain the portfolio than a comparable
actively managed process. Notwithstanding, the
portfolio management team is at a reasonable size and
can leverage resources from the wider organisation
in the form of equity research, risk management and
investment and product strategy.
Lonsec also notes that various replication strategies are
implemented by BlackRock’s Index Equity teams, which
are separately allocated along regional lines including
Europe, Asia Pacific and North America. BlackRock
also employs a specialist Capital Markets Team tasked
with ensuring that iShares products in Australia are
fully functioning across both primary and secondary
markets. Their responsibilities include maintenance and
development of market-maker relationships, broker
dealer education and thought leadership with respect to
ETF trading and analytics.

NM1022U-2516219-4/8
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Investment Approach

Overview
BlackRock employs a passive investment strategy
designed to track the performance of the Underlying
Index, before fees and expenses. The investment
team has noted that the Fund will generally adopt an
'optimisation' indexing strategy, whereby the Fund
will invest in a representative sample of securities
that collectively have an investment profile similar
to that of the Underlying Index. Securities selected
are hence expected to have, in aggregate, investment
and fundamental characteristics and liquidity
measures similar to those in the Underlying Index.
An optimisation strategy is typically an effective
strategy for replicating the performance of indexes
with a substantial amount of securities, particularly
when considering such factors as transaction costs and
portfolio turnover.
BlackRock receives price feeds, adjustments and index
constituent information from MSCI on a daily basis.
BlackRock will also seek to utilise an internal crossing
network where possible, which is derived from its large
asset base and diverse client roster. This capacity may
serve to reduce the level of market executed trading and
avoid brokerage costs and lower bid/ask spreads.

Underlying index
The Underlying Index aims to maximise the exposure
to four investment factors; Value, Momentum, Quality
and Low size from its investable large, mid and small-
cap Australian equity universe represented by the MSCI
Australia Investable Market Index ('the Parent Index').
Research conducted by MSCI and the Manager
concluded that equities exhibiting characteristics of
being higher quality, better value, lower in size and
demonstrating strong price momentum have tended
to outperform the broader market over the long term.
The rationale and metrics used to quantify these four
investment factors are detailed below:
• Value – Value stocks have been seen to outperform

growth stocks over the long term as a result of a
‘distress premium’ and on average, investors over-
buying growth names. ‘Value’ is quantified in this
context by taking a composite Z-score of three metrics
commonly associated with identifying ‘Value’ stocks,
being the Price to Earnings ratio (P/E), Price to Book
ratio (P/B), and for all securities outside of financials,
Enterprise Value to Cash Flow Operations ratio (EV /
CFO).

• Quality – Due to investors’ excess demand for
growth and 'lottery-like' stocks, high-quality stocks
have outperformed low-quality stocks over the long
term. Quality is defined in the Underlying Index by
a security’s Return on Equity ratio (ROE), Earnings
Variability, and Debt to Equity ratio (D/E). As per
‘Value’, the scores of each metric are combined to
reflect one z-score of ‘Quality’.

• Momentum – Higher momentum stocks have
historically outperformed lower momentum stocks
as a consequence of the return-following behaviour
of investors on average. Momentum is determined
by a stock’s relative price appreciation over a six-
month (37.5%), 12-month (25%), and two-year (37.5%)
period.

• Size – On average, equities with a lower market
capitalisation have delivered superior returns relative
to large-cap stocks, with this being attributable to
the tax consequences and liquidity premium that
investors are prepared to pay for the large-cap sector.
The ‘Size’ score is calculated by taking the logarithm
of a security’s market capitalisation which is then
standardised on a country-relative basis.

Each stock in the Parent Index is individually scored
for its exposure to each factor. Individual factor scores
are then equal-weighted to arrive at a composite
score. Using the composite scores as a gauge of a
security’s multi-factor exposure, the Underlying Index
is subsequently formed using an optimisation software
program provided by Barra. The Barra GEM2 Model
('the Model') systematically trades off each stock’s
composite score against estimates of risk and correlation
to generate a portfolio with the maximum exposure
to the four factors from the Parent Index subject to the
below risk management constraints:
• A maximum 2% or 10x cap weight variance (lower

of the two) from a large-cap security’s position in the
Parent Index. For a small-cap stock, a variance of the
lower of ±1% or 5x Parent Index weight is permitted.

• Sector weights of the Underlying Index must be
within 5% of the Parent Index.

• A maximum ±0.25 standard deviation from the
Parent Index on unintended style bets to ensure that
the Underlying Index does not exhibit a material bias
to other investment factors, e.g. low volatility.

• Maximum 20% turnover of constituents per semi-
annual re-balance in May and November. The
turnover constraint is expected to limit the portfolio’s
exposure to ‘Momentum’.

Rebalancing of the Underlying Index occurs semi-
annually in May and November when the Model is
applied to the Parent Index. The Underlying Index may
also be updated in February and August, to take into
account changes to the Parent Index.

INDEX METRIC DATA

INDEX PROVIDER MSCI

MARKET COVERED AUSTRALIAN EQUITIES

WEIGHTING METHODOLOGY BARRA MULTI-FACTOR EQUITY MODEL

CONSTITUENCY DETERMINATION FACTOR BASED

CONSTITUENCY FACTORS VALUE, QUALITY, MOMENTUM AND SIZE

REBALANCING FREQUENCY SEMI-ANNUALLY

Transparency
iShares’ ETF website is both comprehensive and user-
friendly. It is designed as a self-service website with
information relating to performance, current holdings
and key portfolio characteristics for all iShares ETFs.
Lonsec notes that the methodology and characteristics
of the family of MSCI indices that the Fund tracks are
readily available to retail investors through the MSCI
website. Lonsec believes that access to transparent and
straightforward information on index products, their
underlying indices and their index methodology is
crucial to investors’ understanding and ability to gauge
suitability.

NM1022U-2516219-5/8
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Liquidity
The Fund offers investors liquidity via the ASX, which
is supported by dedicated market makers that are
obligated to provide continuous liquidity to the market
by maintaining pre-agreed spreads and volumes. As
at 31 August 2022, the Fund managed approximately
$47m. While the fund had no tradeless days on the ASX,
the lower level of trading volume and FUM indicates
a weaker liquidity profile compared to peers in the
passive Australian equity universe. Lonsec notes that
the smaller level of FUM coupled with lower trading
volumes can contribute to larger secondary market
(ASX) spreads. Lonsec will continue to monitor this in
future reviews.
The Fund’s underlying constituents comprise a broadly
diverse range of Australian equity securities. Investors
should be aware that during normal market conditions
there should be reasonable liquidity for these securities,
however during periods of heightened volatility
liquidity has the potential to deteriorate.

Fees and Indirect Costs
The Fund has a MER of 0.30% p.a. which Lonsec
considers to provide a relatively low-cost exposure
for a 'smart beta' exposure to a portfolio of Australian
equities.
Lonsec notes the Fund's average bid/ask spread of 0.25%
over the 12 months to 31 August 2022 was reasonable,
although was toward the higher end of the range when
compared to Lonsec's peer group.

Fee comparison

FUND NAME MER (% P.A.)

BID/ASK
SPREAD

(%)*

ISHARES EDGE MSCI AUSTRALIA
MULTIFACTOR ETF (AUMF)

0.30 0.24

ISHARES EDGE MSCI AUSTRALIA MINIMUM
VOLATILITY ETF (MVOL)

0.30 0.13

BETASHARES MANAGED RISK AUSTRALIAN
SHARE FUND (AUST)

0.49 0.31

BETASHARES FTSE RAFI AUSTRALIA 200 ETF
(QOZ)

0.40 0.12

VANECK VECTORS AUSTRALIAN EQUAL
WEIGHT ETF (MVW)

0.35 0.09

Source: ASX daily average bid/ask spread over 12
months to 31 August 2022.

Performance
The Fund was launched in October 2016 and has now
built a solid track record, having recently reached its
five-year anniversary.
The Fund delivered excess returns (after fees) of -0.17%
and -0.22% p.a. for the one-year and five-year periods
respectively to 31 August 2022, with a tracking error
of 0.05% and 0.11% p.a. over the same periods. Lonsec
believes this indicates the Fund has been able to track its
Underlying Index effectively.
On an absolute basis, the Fund has delivered a total
return (after fees) of -4.89% and 6.82% p.a. over the same
one-year and five-year periods ended August 2022.

Risks
An investment in the Fund carries a number of
standard investment risks associated with domestic
and international investment markets. These include
economic, political, legal, tax and regulatory risks.
These and other risks are outlined in the relevant
Product Disclosure Statement and should be read in
full and understood by investors. Lonsec considers the
major risks to be:

Equity market risk
Investments in equity markets are subject to numerous
factors which may have an impact on the performance
of an investment (both positive and negative).
Unexpected changes in economic, technological,
structural, regulatory or political conditions can have
an impact on the returns of all investments within a
particular market.

Performance risk
The value of, and returns from, an investment in
the Fund will depend upon the performance of the
underlying investments. There is no guarantee the value
of an investment in any underlying investment will
increase.

Tracking error risk
The Fund seeks to minimize the Tracking Error against
the Underlying Index it aims to match. There is no
guarantee that this objective will be met.

Liquidity risk
The Fund’s shares trade intra-day at prevailing market
prices in a similar manner to other securities on the
ASX. Listing or trading on a stock exchange does not
guarantee that a liquid market exists for an ETF.

Derivative risk
BlackRock may utilise derivative instruments, including
futures to equitise cash, and for risk management
purposes. Derivatives will not be used to leverage the
portfolio.
In addition to any risk associated with the underlying
asset (or index) for which a derivative is valued,
derivative prices are affected by other factors including:
• Market liquidity;
• Interest rates; and
• Counter-party risk.

Counterparty Risk
The Fund takes on counterparty risk with regard to its
market-making activities. Counterparties may default
on their contractual obligations, potentially exposing
investors to some financial losses.

Further information
Further information can be obtained by
calling BlackRock on 1300 474 273 or visiting
www.blackrock.com/au/individual/ishares.
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Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 • AFSL No. 421 445 • This information must be read in conjunction with the warning,
disclaimer, and disclosure at the end of this document. This report supersedes all prior reports.

Quantitative Performance Analysis - annualised after-fee % returns (at 30-9-2022)
Performance metrics
  1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 5 YR

TOTAL RETURN (% PA) -7.58 6.60 1.35 5.59

STANDARD DEVIATION (% PA) 16.68 13.68 18.85 15.89

EXCESS RETURN (% PA) -0.18 -0.20 -0.22 -0.22

WORST DRAWDOWN (%) -12.13 -12.13 -27.38 -27.38

TIME TO RECOVERY (MTHS) NR NR 13 13

TRACKING ERROR (% PA) 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.11

PRODUCT: ISHARES EDGE MSCI AUSTRALIA MULTIFACTOR ETF
PRODUCT BENCHMARK: MSCI AUSTRALIA IMI DIVERSIFIED MULTIPLE FACTOR NR INDEX
TIME TO RECOVERY: NR - NOT RECOVERED, DASH - NO DRAWDOWN DURING PERIOD

Growth of $10,000 over five years

Premium/discount to NAV over five years

Monthly excess returns over five years

Traded Volume and FUM

NM1022U-2516219-7/8
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LONSEC STRONGLY RECOMMENDS THIS DOCUMENT BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE RELEVANT PRODUCT
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Issued by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445 (Lonsec).
Lonsec receives a fee from the fund manager or financial product issuer(s) for researching the financial product(s), using objective criteria
and for services including research subscriptions. Lonsec’s fee is not linked to the rating(s) outcome. Lonsec Investment Solutions Pty
Ltd ABN 95 608 837 583 CAR (CAR: 001236821) of Lonsec receives fees under separate arrangement for providing investment consulting
advice to clients, which includes model portfolios, approved product lists and other financial advice and may receive fees from this
fund manager or financial product issuer for providing investment consulting services. Refer to the Conflicts of Interest Statement at:
Lonsec.com.au/important-documents Lonsec does not hold the financial product(s) referred to in this document. Lonsec’s representatives
and/or their associates may hold the financial product(s) referred to in this document, but details of these holdings are not known to
the Analyst(s). Warnings: In line with industry practice returns may be estimated, to access verified returns please refer to the product
provider. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any advice is General Advice based on the investment
merits of the financial product(s) alone, without considering the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any
particular person. It is not a recommendation to purchase, redeem or sell the relevant financial product(s). Before making an investment
decision the reader must consider his or her financial circumstances or seek personal financial advice on its appropriateness. Read the
Product Disclosure Statement for each financial product before making any decision about whether to acquire a financial product. Lonsec’s
research process relies upon the participation of the fund manager or financial product issuer(s). Should the fund manager or financial
product issuer(s) no longer participate in Lonsec’s research process, Lonsec reserves the right to withdraw the document at any time
and discontinue future coverage. The product rated in this publication may have related financial products or be associated with other
financial products and platforms. The rating may only be applied to the financial product outlined in this publication at first instance, seek
professional advice before you make an investment decision on related or associated financial products and platforms. You should be
aware that the mandate, fees, underlying investments, the issuers of the related and associated financial products and platforms may be
different from the financial product specified in this publication. Disclaimer: This document is for the exclusive use of the person to whom
it is provided by Lonsec and must not be used or relied upon by any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking is given or
made in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information presented in this document, which is drawn from public information
not verified by Lonsec. Financial conclusions, ratings and advice are reasonably held at the time of completion but subject to change
without notice. Lonsec assumes no obligation to update this document following publication. Except for any liability which cannot be
excluded, Lonsec, its directors, officers, employees and agents disclaim all liability for any error or inaccuracy in, misstatement or omission
from, this document or any loss or damage suffered by the reader or any other person as a consequence of relying upon it. ©2022 Lonsec.
All rights reserved. This report may also contain third party material that is subject to copyright. To the extent that copyright subsists in a
third party it remains with the original owner and permission may be required to reuse the material. Any unauthorised reproduction of
this information is prohibited.

Glossary
Click here for the glossary of terms.

About Lonsec
Lonsec Research Pty Ltd (Lonsec) is an investment
research house with specialist areas of expertise, that
was originally established in 1994 and the current
entity was registered on 23 June 2011. From 1 July 2011,
Lonsec became a fully owned subsidiary of Lonsec Fiscal
Holdings Pty Ltd, a privately owned entity with a multi-
brand strategy of providing leading financial services
research and investment execution. Lonsec believes that
professional financial advisers need informed opinions
on the best investment strategies and financial products
to provide real value for their clients. To meet this need,
Lonsec has in place an experienced research team, which
draws on a robust research process to undertake in-depth
assessment of managed fund products.

Analyst Disclosure and Certification
Analyst remuneration is not linked to the research or
rating outcome. Where financial products are mentioned,
the Analyst(s) may hold the financial product(s) referred
to in this document, but Lonsec considers such holdings
not to be sufficiently material to compromise the rating
or advice. Analyst holdings may change during the
life of this document. The Analyst(s) certify that the
views expressed in this document accurately reflect their
personal, professional opinion about the matters and
financial product(s) to which this document refers.
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